
 

 
 

 

TO: Planning Commission 
 
FROM: Debra Andreades, Senior Planner 
 
SUBJECT: Secondary Dwelling Units LU 18-0003 
 
DATE: March 30, 2018 MEETING DATE: April 9, 2018 
 
 
ACTION 

Conduct a public hearing on proposed amendments to the standards for Secondary Dwelling 
Units (SDUs), [LOC 50.03.004.1.b.vi].  Amendments to LOC 50.06.002 Parking and LOC 
50.07.003 Review Procedures are also proposed for consistency with the amended SDU 
standards. 

BACKGROUND 

One of the City Council’s 2018 goals is “Adopt the tools identified in 2017 for more economical 
workforce housing.”  The proposed amendments are part of this larger initiative.  The Planning 
Commission held a work session on this subject on February 12, 2018, after which the proposed 
amendments were modified based on the Commission’s discussion.  A public review draft of 
the amendments along with the Staff Report, was issued on March 5, 2018 and also sent to the 
Commission.  One written comment has been received (Exhibit G-1). 
 
DISCUSSION 

In Exhibit G-1 the writer has the following suggestions: 

• SDUs located within an existing dwelling should not be limited in size, as long as the 
footprint of the existing house is not expanded. 

Staff Response: The 800-square foot (sq. ft.) limitation is reasonable for detached SDUs.  A 
recent study of local codes in the Portland Metro area commissioned by Metro found that 
maximum allowed SDU size ranges from 400 sq. ft. to 1,000 sq. ft., and out of 24 local 
jurisdictions surveyed, 13 have a maximum of 800 sq. ft.  The additional 200 sq. ft. proposed 
by staff is consistent with the high end of the range for Portland Metro jurisdictions, though 
it is limited to accommodating specific elements for SDUs within existing dwellings.  The 
intent of an SDU is to provide a more affordable unit.  A unit over 1,000 square feet would 
not necessarily provide that option and may be inconsistent with the Comprehensive Plan, 
which does not provide for duplexes in the city’s Low Density Residential (R-7.5, R-10, and 
R-15) zones. 
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• The proposed SDU fence and window requirements are not reasonable and do not seem 

necessary.  Landscaping can be used to provide privacy. 

Staff response: The proposed fence and window requirement are limited to SDUs in 
detached structures built within ten feet of a common property line; they would not apply 
to SDUs within single family dwellings.  The window requirement (at least 72 inches above 
the finished floor) too may or may not improve privacy when a fence is also required; this 
depends on the placement of dwellings (primary and secondary) on their respective lots, 
number of building stories, setbacks, topography, and existing vegetation.  However, as 
default standards, staff finds the proposed fence and window requirements are clear and 
reasonable. 
 
• Suggests a separate review if a proposed SDU cannot meet the clear and objective 

standards. 

Staff Response: This suggestion is a good one, as there may be situations where the clear 
and objective standards for fencing and/or window placement do not accomplish the 
purpose of privacy.  There could be a Minor Variance allowing staff to waive these 
requirements where privacy is met through the minor development process, which provides 
an opportunity for public notice and appeal.  A Minor Variance to fencing or window 
placement would have only one criterion: privacy for the neighbors.  This should be an item 
for Commission discussion at the public hearing.  If in its deliberation the Commission 
agrees, staff will amend the proposal to incorporate the following language, or other text as 
the Commission may recommend: 
 
50.03.004 ACCESSORY USES AND STRUCTURES 
 

1. ACCESSORY USES 

b. Standards for Specific Uses 

vi.    Secondary Dwelling Unit 

(1) Generally Applicable Standards 
/// 

(v)    The unit is in conformance with the site development requirements of the 
underlying zone, including any adjustments and additions listed in the base zone, 
is located within a lawful nonconforming structure, or the zone requirements have 
been varied or excepted pursuant to LOC Article 50.08 to ensure privacy to 
neighboring properties. (provided, however, that any variance for the structure 
was not obtained solely to locate a secondary dwelling unit on the site; the 
inability to site a secondary dwelling unit on a parcel is not an unnecessary 
hardship). 
 

  

http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/LakeOswego/html/LakeOswego50/LakeOswego5008000.html#50.08
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50.08.002 MINOR VARIANCES 
 

  // 

2. MINOR VARIANCE CLASSIFICATIONS 
// 

q.    A variance to secondary dwelling unit fencing and/or window height standards 
where alternative design features maintain privacy for abutting neighbors. 

OTHER ISSUES 

Additional issues have been raised regarding requirements for construction of SDUs: 
 
• Councilor Lamotte has asked whether an interior wall is required for an SDU located 

within an existing dwelling where the “SDU” has separate egress to the outside and a 
two-way lockable fire door (similar to paired hotel rooms) would suffice. 

Staff response:  The staff report dated March 2, 2018, addresses this question.  In short, 
the building code requires a fire barrier separating dwelling units.  Where an SDU is 
internal to the primary dwelling, a separating wall is required between it and the main 
dwelling.  A two-way lockable door does not meet this requirement because it may be left 
open, allowing passage (and fire spreading) between “dwellings”.  A living space within an 
existing dwelling is not an “SDU” if there is such passage between it and the primary living 
space of the dwelling.  It is just a separate wing of the house.  There are no code 
restrictions on the number of kitchens, bedrooms, or bathrooms a house may have, 
provided all spaces meet applicable codes.  Where a space is converted to a bedroom, for 
example, additional egress may be required, and installing a fire door between habitable 
spaces may violate code. 

 
• Are separate utility connections required for the existing dwelling and the SDU? 

Staff response:  The Engineering Department does not require separate utility connections 
for the two units, provided that the owner of each unit is the same.  However, system 
development charges are assessed for the SDU, whether it is constructed at the same time 
or after the primary dwelling. 
 
The Building division does not require separate utility connections, however the resident of 
each unit must have access to shut-off valves for electric and water.  This can be located in a 
common shed or area of the existing house to which both residents have access. 

 
Conclusion 

At the April 9th hearing, the Commission may want to deliberate on the above issues and 
determine whether any clarifications are needed before recommending approval of the final 
version of the proposed amendments to City Council. 
 
ATTACHMENTS 

Exhibit G-1 E-mail from Andrew Kibler, Ph.D, received March 17, 2018 
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